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From DYI online surveys to on-site inspections and evaluations by a specialist: The Fachstellen für
Gebäudeschätzungen FGS (surveyors’ centres of competence) determine the actuarial value of buildings.
From DYI online surveys to on-site inspections and evaluations by a specialist: The Fachstellen für
Gebäudeschätzungen FGS (surveyors’ centres of competence) determine the actuarial value of buildings.
They assess the actuarial value of building located in sites where the cantons do not have a monopoly in
buildings insurance, the so-called GUSTAVO cantons (Geneva, Uri, Schwyz, Ticino, Appenzell Innerrhoden,
Valais, Obwalden), and in the Principality of Liechtenstein.
Buildings surveyors mainly work with insurance companies, but also with customers in the above GUSTAVO
cantons who want to assess the value of their buildings.
Various types of assessment
The four competence centres are staffed by construction experts. These experts assess the actuarial value
of buildings and provide all necessary information to insurers and (future) policyholders to correctly insure
the building in question.
Insurers and insurance customers can choose between four types of assessment: DIY online assessments,
assessments on the base of plans and construction invoices, simple on-site surveys and detailed on-site
surveys by an expert surveyor. The type of assessment also depends on the insured amount.
Costs
Every insurance company autonomously determines which buildings will be assessed and/or for which
assessments it will pay. For the insurer to pay, a survey registration must be made via this insurer.
Owners wanting to obtain an assessment that differs from the insurance company’s guidelines or its
categories may address themselves directly to one of the centres of competence. This means, however,
that they will have to bear the costs themselves.
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Reinteg ration tool to supp ort occup ationa l reinteg ration
The reinteg ration toolb ox supp lies relia ble data on the prog ress ion of inc ap acities for work following an
illn ess or acc id ent.
Context 21.08.2018
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A plethora of offers for and by ins ure rs
From building surveys to IT solutions: SVV Solution AG offers numero us services that would be too costly
on a stand-alone bas is .
Context 22.11.2017
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Comp ass o aids emp loye rs and emp loye es with reinteg ration iss ues
Emp loye rs have an intere st in keeping emp loye es with health iss ues in the workp lace. Comp ass o offers
supp ort.
Interview 29.01.2019
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